I would rather solve it with satisfaction to myself and Usonia, than build
anything I can think of at the moment except the modern theatre now
needed by the legitimate drama unless the stage is to be done to death by
'the movies'. In our country the chief obstacle to any real solution of the
moderate-cost house problem is the fact that our people do not really know
how to live. They imagine their idiosyncrasies to be their 'tastes', their
prejudices to be their predilections, and their ignorance to be virtue—
where any beauty of living is concerned.
To be more specific, a small house on the side street might have charm
if it didn't ape the big house on the Avenue, just as the Usonian village
itself might have a great charm if it didn't ape the big town* Likewise
Marybud on the old farm, a jewel hanging from the tip of her pretty nose
on a cold, cold day, might be charming in clothes befitting her state and
her work, but is only silly in the Sears-Roebuck finery that imitates the
clothes of her city sisters who imitate Hollywood stars: lipstick, rouge
high heels, silk stockings, bell skirt, cock-eyed hat, and all Exactly that
kind of 'monkey-fied' business is the obstacle to architectural achievement
in our U.S.A. This provincial 'culture-lag* in favour of the leg which does
not allow the person, thing, or thought to be simple and naturally itself.
It is the real obstacle to a genuine Usonian culture.
I am certain that any approach to the new house needed by indigenous
culture—why worry about the house wanted by provincial 'tasteful*
ignorance!—is fundamentally different. That house must be a pattern for
more simplified and, at the same time, more gracious living: necessarily
new, but suitable to living conditions as they might so well be in this
country we live in today.
This need of a house of moderate cost must sometime face not only
expedients but Reality. Why not face it now? The expedient houses
built by the million, which journals propagate, and government builds,
do no such thing.
To me such houses are stupid makeshifts, putting on some style or other,
really having no integrity. Style z$ important, A style is not. There is all
the difference when we work with style and not for a stylo.
I have insisted on that point for forty-five years.
Notwithstanding all efforts to improve the prodxxct, the American 'small
house* problem is still a pressing, needy, hungry, confused issue, But
where is a better thing to come from while Authority has pitched into
perpetuating the old stupidities? I do not believe the needed house can
come from current education, or from big business, It isn't coming by
way of smart advertising experts either, Or professional streamliners* It is
only super-common-sense that can take us along the road to the bettei*
thing in building.
What would be really sensible in this matter of the modest dwelling
for our time and place? Let's see how far the Herbert Jacobs house at
Madison, Wisconsin, is a sensible house. This house for a young journalist^
his wife, and small daughter, is now under roof. Cost; Fifty~five
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